Nutritional labeling has been of much interest to policy makers and health advocates due to rising obesity trends. So can nutritional label use really help reduce body weight outcomes? This study evaluates the impact of nutritional label use on body weight using the propensity score matching technique. We conducted a series of tests related to variable choice of the propensity score specification, quality of matching indicators, robustness checks, and sensitivity to unobserved heterogeneity using Rosenbaum bounds to validate our propensity score exercise. Our results generally suggest that nutritional label use does not affect body mass index. Implications of our findings are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Obesity is an increasing global concern and projections by the World Health Organization estimate that there will be 2.3 billion overweight and 700 million obese adults in 2015. In fact, obesity has been seen as a new kind of market failure (Anand and Grey, 2009 (2009) ). In light of the dramatic rise in obesity rates [particularly in developed countries (Loureiro and Nayga, 2005) ], having healthy diets and healthier food choices are becoming the target of many public programs and policies. In the US, the Nutritional Labeling and Educational Act (NLEA) requires disclosure of the nutritional content of foods on a standardized label and strictly regulates the presence of health and nutrient content claims. The regulation also required a new format for the nutrition information panel and standardized serving sizes. Prior to the implementation of the NLEA, food manufacturers provided nutritional information only on a voluntary basis. More recently, due to the obesity issue, the provision of nutritional information in the food away from home (FAFH) market has also received a lot of attention in the US.
Nutritional labelling regulations are also being addressed in a number of countries around the world. For instance, the EU Commission consulted with member states and stakeholders in 2003 about the preparation of a proposal amending the voluntary provision of nutritional information to become mandatory. In November 2004, the Commission then published an impact assessment on the introduction of mandatory nutritional labelling for pre-packaged food products across the EU (European Advisory Services, 2004) . As part of the consultation process, a paper discussing the revision of technical issues was also published in May 2006, paving the way for the final adoption of new mandatory rules.
Nutritional labeling regulations, both in the US and elsewhere, are aimed at helping people make more informed and healthier food choices. The literature for the US suggests that nutritional label use provides some dietary benefits. Specifically, increased use of nutritional labels has been associated with healthier patterns of dietary behaviour as well as food choice motivations (Coulson, 2000) . Other studies associated label use with diets high in vitamin C and low in cholesterol (Guthrie et al., 1995) and with a lower percentage of calories from fat (Lin and Lee, 2003) . In addition, disclosure of cereal brands' sugar content ("negative" information) caused consumers to switch to low-sugar cereals (Russo et al., 1986) . Teisl et al. (2001) also found that food labelling can significantly affect consumer behavior. Although they did not find that providing health-related information always led consumers to switch consumption to 'healthy' products, others (Kim et al., 2001 ) have found that consumers' label use increased the average Healthy Eating Index (HEI) 1 As discussed above, a number of studies have evaluated the effect of nutritional label use on dietary outcomes. There is scant literature, however, on the effect of nutritional label use on body by a range of between 3.5 and 6.1 points, with higher improvements in diet quality detected when health claim information was used. In addition, Variyam (2004) found that consumers who used the nutrition facts panel increased fiber, iron, and protein intakes, compared to consumers who did not use the nutrition facts panel. Neuhouser et al. (1999) found that label use was significantly associated with lower fat intake while Kim et al. (2000) found that label users generally had healthier diets than nonusers, i.e., lower percentage of calories from fat and saturated fat, lower cholesterol and sodium intake, and higher fiber intake. Variyam (2008) also found that fiber and iron intakes of label users are higher than those of label nonusers. 1 The HEI is a measure of diet quality that assesses conformance to US federal dietary guidance. It was revised in 2006 to conform to the 2005 dietary guidelines for Americans and is now comprised of 12 components. HEI takes values from 0 to 100 where higher scores indicate a closer adherence to recommended ranges or amounts. weight outcomes. Moreover, with a few exceptions [i.e., Kim et al. (2001) and Variyam (2008) ], the important issue of self-selection problem inherent in the label use decision has been ignored in the literature. Label users and non-label users usually differ in observed socioeconomic and demographic characteristics. The bias caused when simply comparing the two groups and attributing the observed differences in health outcomes to label use alone is called self-selection because it ignores how individuals self-select into label use. Kim et al. (2001) addressed this problem by employing an endogenous switching regression model. Specifically, they compared the diet quality of label users and the expected diet quality of label users in the absence of labels. Variyam (2008) addressed selfselection by exploiting the fact that while nutritional information are mandatory for most foods sold in stores, food-away-from-home foods are exempt from the NLEA regulations. Therefore, label usersthe treatment group -are exposed to the label in one setting but not in the other and label nonusers in the same settings act as the control group. Variyam then used a difference-in-differences estimator in this quasi-experiment.
A limitation in both studies, however, is the measure of label use they utilized in their analysis.
In both studies, the ordinal measure of label use was collapsed into a binary indicator, thus setting ad hoc cut off points in the label use measurement. In this study, we relax this restriction by using an ordinal instead of a binary measure of label use. In addition, we explore the use of propensity score matching to address the possible occurrence of selection bias and reverse causality and to estimate treatment effects when treatment is endogenous to the outcome. Matching methods represent, depending on the particular method employed, either a semi-parametric or non-parametric alternative to linear regression (Black and Smith, 2004) . The propensity score was introduced by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) to provide an alternative method for estimating treatment effects when treatment assignment is not random, but can be assumed to be unconfounded conditional on observables X.
Since we argue that we observe the major variables influencing selection as well as outcomes, we assume that weight outcomes and selection into label use are independent conditional on these observables (Conditional Independence Assumption -CIA). We further examine and discuss the appropriateness of the CIA assumption later on in the paper.
Matching methods focus attention on a specific causal effect of interest and treat all variables other than the treatment variable as potentially confounding variables. The influence of confounding variables is reduced by non-parametrically balancing the vector of characteristics across treatment, solely to obtain the best possible estimate of the causal effect of the treatment on the outcome variable.
The idea is that people with the same propensity score that are on different experimental conditions (i.e. reading or not reading nutritional labels) can be compared after balancing the distributions of their covariates. Simply put, matching mimics a randomized experiment i.e. conditional on a set of observables there is some unspecified mechanism that randomizes people into treatment.
Since much of the debate on provision of nutrition information is founded on the obesity epidemic and since there are also some cries for policy interventions similar to the NLEA in the Food-Away-FromHome market, we examine the effect of label use on a weight outcome i.e. the Body Mass Index (BMI). We focus on BMI or obesity not only since it is increasing in alarming rates but also since it it threatens the health status of the population as well as their earnings (Tao, 2008) . In our propensity score matching exercise, we conduct a series of tests to validate our strategy. The tests relate to variable choice of the propensity score specification, quality of matching indicators and sensitivity analysis using "Rosenbaum bounds". We also conducted robustness checks by estimating propensity scores for a "thick support" area (Black and Smith, 2004) .
II. PROPENSITY SCORE MATCHING
Propensity score matching has become very popular in the estimation of causal treatment effects and has been applied to a wide variety of situations when there is a group of treated people and a group of untreated people. In this study, we depart from the binary treatment case since reading nutrition labels can occur at different frequencies which can be considered as different levels of treatment. Our aim is to assess the effect of each level of label use or treatment on BMI. However, we cannot observe all outcomes at the same time for the same individual and auxiliary methods are required. Taking just the difference of the mean outcomes between two levels of treatment would lead to selection bias since it is most likely that components which determine the treatment decision also determine the outcome variable of interest, and thus the outcomes of individuals from treatment and comparison group would differ even in the absence of treatment (Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2008) . In what follows, we discuss propensity score matching for the binary treatment case and discuss later how we applied this to the multiple treatment case.
The idea behind the matching technique is to find a group of non-treated individuals that are similar to the treated individuals in all pre-treated characteristics X. That is, we construct an artificial comparison group and compare their body weight outcome (in terms of BMI) to label users. Under CIA, the matching estimator is consistent when the comparison group has the same distribution of observables determining body weight outcome and selection as the label user group.
Most studies apply the propensity score matching technique in the case of binary treatments due to the wide availability of user written syntaxes that have made matching a simple estimation procedure. Generalizations in the case of multiple treatments (Imbens, 2000 , Joffe and Rosenbaum, 1999 , Lu et al., 2001 ) and continuous treatments (Hirano and Imbens, 2004) have also appeared but have not garnered much empirical attention yet. A workaround for the multiple treatment case was proposed by Lechner (2002) , who employed several (matching) estimation methods for the multiple treatment case of active labor markets in the Swiss Canton of Zurich. He derived the probabilities used for the propensity scores from both a multinomial probit model and from all the possible binomial probits. He then compared the results and produced roughly the same answers.
Formally, in the binary treatment case, we assume that there is a variable T i indicating treatment, which equals one if individual i uses nutritional labels (treated case) and zero if individual i does not use nutritional labels (control case). The propensity score is defined as the conditional probability of receiving a treatment (using nutritional labels) given pre-treatment (not using nutritional labels) characteristics X:
If we define the body weight outcomes as H 0i and H 1i for the associated states 0 and 1, then the treatment effect for an individual i can be written as:
However, we do not know t i for everyone since we can only observe
i.e. either 0i H or 1i H . Since this problem cannot be solved at the individual level, it is recasted at the population level by estimating average treatment effects. The parameter, which receives most attention in the literature is the average treatment effect on the treated:
The problem with equation (4) 
The following assumptions are needed to derive (4) given (1) (see also (Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2005 , Becker and Ichino, 2002 , Heckman et al., 1998 , Imbens, 2000 :
Assumption 2. Uncofoundedness/ignorable treatment assignment (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) or conditional independence (Lechner, 2002) or exogeneity (Imbens, 2004) 
Assumption 3. Common support or overlap condition
Given assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the propensity score matching estimator is (Becker and Ichino, 2002, Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2005) :
Equation (6) (Caliendo and Kopeinig, 2005) .
Using the exact set of the observed variables as required for CIA to hold is a necessary step for the unbiased estimation of treatment effects. Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) , showed that when (6) and (7) are satisfied then
which reduces the dimensionality of the matching problem substantially.
Assumption 3 has the unattractive feature that if the analyst has too much information about the decision of who takes treatment, so that ( )
or 0 the method fails because people cannot be compared at a common X. The method of matching assumes that, given X, some unspecified randomization device allocates people to treatment (Heckman and Navarro-Lozano, 2004 ).
The method of matching with a known conditioning set does not require separability of outcome or choice equations, exclusion restrictions, or adoption of specific functional forms of outcome equations that are common in conventional selection methods and conventional instrumental variable formulations (Heckman and Navarro-Lozano, 2004) . Furthermore, the method does not require exogeneity of conditioning variables. Lechner (2007) showed that it does not matter when some control variables may be influenced by the treatment as long as the usual formulation of the CIA holds. He then proposed an alternative formulation of the CIA together with explicit exogeneity conditions.
III. THE DATA
The data for our analysis come from the 2005-2006 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), the latest available dataset. NHANES is designed to assess the health and nutritional status of adults and children in the US and is unique in that it combines interviews and physical examinations. The interview component includes demographic, socioeconomic, dietary, and health-related questions. The examination component consists of medical, dental, and physiological measurements, as well as laboratory tests administered by highly trained medical personnel.
Nutritional label use (i.e., use of Nutrition Fact Panels (NFP)) was measured on a five likert scale (never, rarely, sometimes, most of the time, always). Exploiting the full scale of the NFP variable requires recasting our propensity score matching exercise to the multiple treatment level case.
However, even though there is an abundance of user written modules available to do matching for the binary treatment case, this is not the case for multiple treatments. A practical alternative as suggested by Lechner (2002) is to estimate a series of binomial models instead of modelling the joint selection process. The advantage is that a misspecification in one of the series will not compromise all others as would be the case in the multi-treatment model. The disadvantage is that the number of models to be estimated increases disproportionately to the number of options i.e. for L options we need Table 1 .
IV. ESTIMATION AND RESULTS

Plausibility of CIA and propensity score estimation
Before we proceed to the estimation of the propensity score, we have to support the plausibility of CIA for our case. For CIA to be fulfilled, one has to condition on all variables that simultaneously influence the participation decision and the outcome variable. Although CIA is a strong assumption,
given that we have an extremely rich and informative dataset that allows us to control for a wide variety of socio-demographic variables, risky behavior, lifestyle, knowledge and current health situation, we argue that the CIA holds. Furthermore, in a latter section, we conduct sensitivity analysis to explore how sensitive our estimates are to potential failures of the CIA assumption.
As far as the estimation of the propensity score is concerned, there is no clear cut rule on which variables to include in the treatment equation or on the functional form of the probabilistic model.
Regarding the choice for the latter, usually a probit or a logit model is estimated. Lechner (2002) compared binary probit models with a multinomial probit and concluded that results between the models are roughly the same. Given the absence of comparisons between logistic and multinomial logit models, we then proceed by estimating binary probits.
Regarding the probit specifications, there are some formal statistical tests which can be used.
Two such tests are the "hit-or-miss" method or prediction rate metric (Heckman et al., 1997 ) and the pseudo-2 R . The latter indicates how well the regressors X explain the participation probability. With the hit-rate, variables are chosen to maximize the within-sample correct prediction rates, assuming that the costs for misclassification are equal for the two groups. The method classifies an observation as '1'
if the estimated propensity score is larger than the sample proportion of persons taking treatment, i.e.
ˆ( ) P X P > , and as '0' otherwise.
Both of these statistics have been estimated for several specifications of all 10 binary models 2 2 R .
As mentioned in the previous section, variables were grouped into one of the following five categories: socio-demographic, risky behaviour, lifestyle, knowledge and health situation. The base specification includes variables from only one of the aforementioned categories. Then all possible combinations of two, three and four categories and of the full specification are tested. In all, we tested 31 different specifications. Based on the pseudo-, the full specification does the best job in explaining the participation probability in all models. Given that in most cases the hit-rates from the full specification are equivalent to other specifications and since there is no economic justification in excluding categories of variables, we use the full specification . 2  3  4  2  3  2  3   2   3  4  5  2   ,  ,  , , , 
Variables used in (9) are described in Table 1 . Since we controlled for an exhaustive list of variables in equation (9), we expect to have very minimal unobserved heterogeneity left, if any, that is systematically correlated with the body weight outcome under investigation (BMI) and participation decision. In a later section, however, we tested the sensitivity of our results on possible unobserved heterogeneity or hidden bias.
The results from the propensity score estimations (we used the probability weights provided with the NHANES dataset) are summarized in Table 2 . The "k vs. n" model (where k=1 to 5 and n=1 to 4) denotes the pairwise comparison of the k level of the NFP use to the n level of NFP use. For example, the "5 vs. 4" compares those that use the NFP label "always" (k=5) with those that use the NFP label "most of the time" (n=4). With respect to the socio-demographic variables, we find that males (Gender) and non-Hispanic white individuals (Race 2 ) are less likely to read NFPs. Education and income do have the expected effect i.e. the more education and the higher the income of individuals are, the more likely they are to read the NFP. Household size on the other hand is negatively related to NFP reading.
Some variables that were used to capture risky behaviour also have significant effects. For example, there is some indication that drug users are less likely to read NFPs while non-smokers are more likely to read the nutrition panel. With respect to lifestyle variables, we find that higher metabolic equivalent rates (MetabolicActiv), higher perceived healthiness of diet and higher household food security are all positively related to NFP reading probability.
Knowledge has a positive effect on NFP reading as well. Although not all variables are statistically significant, there is some indication that knowledge as expressed through doctors' advice and perceived knowledge of the Dietary Guidelines, the Food Guide Pyramid and the 5-a-Day program are all related to NFP reading. In addition, agreeing to the dietary attitude that "some people are born to be fat and that there is nothing you can do to change that" is negatively related to the probability of reading the NFP. Current health situation is also a good predictor of NFP search behaviour. A diabetic condition i.e. diagnosed with diabetes or taking insulin or pill to control it, positively affects NFP reading. Interestingly, pregnant women are less likely to read NFP's.
The matching procedure
The next step in the calculation of the propensity score estimator as expressed in equation (8) Testing the statistical significance of ATT and the computation of standard errors is not a straightforward task because the estimation steps that precede the matching process add variation. We used bootstrapping to address this problem, which we repeated 400 times for each of the matching algorithms to derive the bootstrapped standard errors of ATT. We did not calculate the bootstrap estimator for nearest neighbour matching since Abadie and Imbens (2006) show that the bootstrap variance estimator is invalid for nearest neighbour matching.
. might conclude that nutritional label use increases BMI even though the magnitudes of these effects are quite small. However, after matching, we find that a vast majority of the ATTs are not statistically significant. Hence, in most cases and in general, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no effect.
To further test the credibility of these results, we conducted robustness tests as well as examined the sensitivity of the results due to unobserved heterogeneity (hidden bias). These are discussed in later sections of the paper.
Common support
It is important to check the overlap or common support region for the treated and untreated individuals. A visual analysis of the density distributions of the propensity scores is shown in Figure 1 .
The bottom-half of each graph shows the propensity score distribution for the non-treated, while the upper-half refers to the treated individuals. Problems would arise if the distributions did not overlap.
We imposed the common support using the "minima and maxima comparison". The basic criterion of this approach is to delete all observations whose propensity score is smaller than the minimum and larger than the maximum in the opposite group. Hence, we removed from our analysis the treated individuals who fall outside the common support region. Table 4 contains the number of observations lost in each model and the propensity score regions after the common support imposition. The number of lost observations in most cases is quite low. Specifically, we lost only a very small fraction (0.5%) of the sample in a vast majority of the models.
Matching quality
In this section, we check whether the matching procedure is able to balance the distribution of the relevant variables. One way to do this is to check if there are differences remaining after conditioning on the propensity score, using the standardized bias (SB) measure proposed by Rubin (1991). For each covariate X, the SB is the difference of the sample means in the treated and matched comparison sub-samples as a percentage of the square root of the average of the sample variances in both groups. For abbreviation, we calculated the means of the SB (MSB) before and after matching by model and matching estimator ( Table 5 ). The overall bias before matching lies between 8.28% and 26.92%. After matching, the bias is significantly reduced for the nearest neighbour, local-linear and spline-smoothing estimators and even more so for the kernel and radius estimators, so that the bias after matching is as low as 2.36% (Radius cal=0.01, "4 vs. 3" model). These results clearly show that the matching procedure is able to balance the characteristics in the treated and the matched comparison groups.
Another approach uses a two sample t-test to check if there are significant differences in covariate means for both groups (see Caliendo and Kopeinig (2008) for a discussion). We performed these tests as well but do not present them due to space considerations . Before matching, several variables exhibit statistically significant differences. However, after matching, the covariates in most cases are balanced and no significant differences can be found. It appears, however, that the kernel and radius matching estimators are able to more accurately balance the covariates.
We also calculated the pseudo-R 2 before and after matching (see Table 5 ). The pseudo-R 2 indicates how well the regressors explain the participation probability. After matching, there should be no systematic differences in the distribution of covariates between both groups and the pseudo-R 2 should be low. As the results show, this is true for our matching estimators. Finally, we perform a likelihood ratio test on the joint significance of all regressors. Before matching, the test should be accepted. A rejection of the test after matching reflects a good balancing of the covariates. As exhibited in Table 5 , this is also true in most of our cases.
Robustness checks 6
To test the robustness of our estimates, we estimate the ATT's on the region of "thick support" defined by 0.33< ( ) P X <0.67 as suggested by Black and Smith (2004) . Black and Smith adopted this approach due to two concerns: (a) the fact that respondents with high estimated propensity scores observed at low levels of treatments may actually represent respondents with measurement error in the treatment variable and (b) residual selection on unobservables, which they demonstrate will have its largest effect on the bias for values of the propensity score in the tails of the distribution. Therefore, they attribute the larger estimates from the thick support area in their study to either (a), (b) or to heterogeneous treatment effects that will have higher impacts for middle values of the propensity score.
As exhibited in Table 6 , our thick-support estimates in the majority of the cases are greater than the baseline ones. Hence, similar to Black and Smith, we could not rule out that this difference is due to measurement error in label use or residual selection on unobservables. In the next section, we further test and discuss the effect of any unobserved heterogeneity/hidden bias on our estimates.
Sensitivity analysis for hidden bias/unobserved heterogeneity
Propensity-score matching estimators are based on the assumption that selection is based on observables characteristics. This means that conditional on the observed covariates, the process by which units are selected into treatment is unrelated to unmeasured variables that affect the outcome variable. These estimators are not consistent otherwise. In order to estimate the extent to which such "selection on unobservables" or "hidden bias" may bias the estimates, we conducted a sensitivity analysis which DiPrete and Gangl (2004) call Rosenbaum bounds and is laid out thoroughly in Rosenbaum (2002) and DiPrete and Gangl (2004) . This method assesses the sensitivity of significance 6 In addition to estimation of the thick support area, we used an older dataset from the 1994-1996 Continuing Survey of Food Intakes for Individuals (CSFII) and performed the matching exercise to this sample as well. Results are generally consistent and supportive of our main finding. In addition, we performed random sub-sampling and out-of-sample predictions with the NHANES dataset and re-estimated ATT's. Main conclusions remain unchanged.
levels. We emphasize that the method cannot inform us if there is unobserved heterogeneity in the data.
It can only tell us how much of this unobserved heterogeneity, if any, it would take to change inferences.
When referring to hidden bias, we assume that some characteristics were not controlled for, since these were unobserved, and therefore were not included in X. Therefore, one wants to determine how strongly an unmeasured variable would influence the selection process and undermine the implications of the matching analysis. In brief, this approach assumes that the participation probability i π is not only determined by observable factors X i but also by an unobservable component u i , so that: (Table 3 ). For an ATT that was not statistically significant, the critical value of Γ tells us at which degree of unobserved selection the effect would become significant. For some cells (e.g. "5 vs. 3" model, nearest neighbor) the effect becomes insignificant as the value of Γ is increased. We indicate the 5% level for estimates that turn from insignificant to significant and the 10% level for estimates that turn from significant to insignificant in the sense that these levels represent worst case scenarios.
The opposite applies for the bold cells i.e. we report the value of Γ for which the effect would become insignificant, and in one case the value at which the effect would become significant again.
This way we can assess how strong the influence from unobserved variables should be for the estimated ATT to change solely through nonrandom assignment (DiPrete and Gangl, 2004) . For example, a critical value for Γ of about 1.20 means that individuals with the same X covariates differ 7 We used the rbounds module in Stata for this estimation (Gangl, 2004) .
in their odds of participation by a factor of 20%. This result states that the null hypothesis of no treatment effect would not be rejected if an unobserved variable caused the odds ratio of treatment assignment to differ between treatment and comparison groups by 1.20 and if this variable's effect on BMI was so strong as to almost perfectly determine whether the BMI would be bigger for the treatment or the control case in each pair of matched cases in the data.
Based on the results exhibited in Table 7 , we can conclude that the nearest neighbor estimator seems to be more sensitive to the existence of unobserved selection than the spline smoothing matching estimator, in the sense that much lower values of Γ are required for an insignificant effect to become significant. Similarly, it would also generally take relatively low values of unobserved selection (between 1.01 to 1.20) to change a statistically significant effect into a statistically insignificant effect with the nearest neighbor estimator. For the spline smoothing matching estimator, our sensitivity analysis suggests that it would take much higher values of Γ to change an insignificant effect into a significant effect. Given these results, it would be more prudent then in our case to rely more on the spline-smoothing estimates than the nearest neighbor estimates. Given that a vast majority of our spline-smoothing ATT estimates are statistically insignificant (i.e., 8 out of 10), our sensitivity analysis suggests that these estimates would remain statistically insignificant even if we had substantial unobserved heterogeneity/selection. In other words, it is not likely that nutritional label use will have an effect on BMI even in the presence of unobserved heterogeneity.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
So much attention has been given lately to the issue of nutritional labeling due to the obesity problem.
The hypothesis is that nutritional label use can reduce obesity rates. Previous studies, as discussed earlier, have generally found that nutritional label use can improve dietary outcomes. However, it is unknown and unclear if nutritional label use can indeed influence body weight outcomes. This is the simple aim of our study. Using propensity matching technique, our results generally suggest that nutritional label use does not have an effect on BMI.
The FAFH sector is under increasing pressure to provide nutritional information in restaurants and fast food places. Much of the arguments in favor of a mandatory nutritional labeling law in the FAFH sector has stemmed from the supposedly beneficiary impact of nutrition information in the Food-At-Home market. The New York City Board of Health has already taken one step forward by requiring the city's restaurant chains to show calorie information on their menus and menu board. The new regulation came into effect in April 2008 and applies to any chain restaurant in New York City that has 15 or more outlets in the US. One of the benefits of this law was estimated to be the reduction in the number of obese New Yorkers by 150,000 over the next five years. Given our finding, this projection might be overstated.
Since the NLEA is only for the food at home market, it is not clear either if mandatory nutritional labelling in the FAFH market is warranted given our findings. More research is needed to specifically analyze the effects of nutritional label use in the FAFH market on body weight and other health outcomes. Unfortunately, we do not currently know of any existing comprehensive datasets that would enable researchers to conduct such analysis at the moment. Future studies should also attempt to definitively assess the possible reasons on why reading nutritional labels would not reduce BMI.
One possible explanation that could be evaluated is the remedy message explanation, a phenomenon well founded in the marketing literature. Nutritional labeling can be seen as a disclosure remedy, that has the aim to correct market failure related to the inadequate provision of information (Seiders and Petty, 2004) . Ironically, remedy messages boomerang on the people who are intended to be helped the most (Bolton et al., 2006) because some consumers appear less risk averse when remedies are available. For example, in an experiment, Bolton et al. (2006) found that a remedy message for a fatfighting pill undermined food fat content perceptions and increased high-fat eating intentions as problem status (concerns about body image) increased. Another possible reason is moral hazard since it is possible that individuals who read nutritional labels take less precaution in other areas of weight control. Table 2 . Probit models for label use (dependent variable is a binary indicator as described by the "k vs. n" model) Models 5="Always", 4="Most of the time", 3="Sometimes", 2="Rarely", 1="Never" Spline-smoothing Models 5="Always", 4="Most of the time", 3="Sometimes", 2="Rarely", 1="Never" Gamma p-critical Gamma p-critical
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